
Classroom of the Elite Light Novel Vol. 1:
Review and Analysis
Classroom of the Elite is a popular light novel series written by Shōgo
Kinugasa and illustrated by Tomose Shunsaku. The series follows the story
of Kiyotaka Ayanokōji, a high school student who enrolls in the prestigious
Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School. Despite his
intelligence and abilities, Kiyotaka chooses to live an unassuming life,
avoiding social interactions and keeping to himself.
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However, Kiyotaka's peaceful existence is shattered when he is assigned
to Class 1-D, a class full of misfits and underachievers. Determined to rise
to the top, Kiyotaka joins forces with two classmates, Suzune Horikita and
Kikyō Kushida, to manipulate the class system and climb the ranks of the
school.

Characters

Kiyotaka Ayanokōji
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Kiyotaka is the protagonist of the series. He is a highly intelligent and
skilled individual, but he chooses to hide his abilities and live an
unremarkable life. Kiyotaka is a master of manipulation and deception, and
he uses these skills to guide Class 1-D towards success.

Suzune Horikita
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Suzune is the leader of Class 1-D. She is a hard-working and ambitious
student, but she is also arrogant and prideful. Suzune believes that she is
the only one who can lead Class 1-D to success, and she is willing to do
whatever it takes to achieve her goals.

Suzune Horikita

Kikyō Kushida
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Kikyō is the most popular girl in Class 1-D. She is cheerful and outgoing,
but she is also manipulative and scheming. Kikyō uses her popularity to
gain information and control her classmates.

Plot

The story of Classroom of the Elite begins with Kiyotaka enrolling in Tokyo
Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School. Despite his impressive
entrance exam scores, Kiyotaka is assigned to Class 1-D, a class full of
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misfits and underachievers. Determined to rise to the top, Kiyotaka joins
forces with Suzune Horikita and Kikyō Kushida to manipulate the class
system and climb the ranks of the school.

The class system in Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School is
based on merit. Students are assigned to classes based on their entrance
exam scores, and the classes are ranked from A to D. Class 1-D is the
lowest-ranked class, and its students are considered to be the worst of the
worst.

Kiyotaka, Suzune, and Kikyō are determined to change the status quo.
They work together to improve the class's academic performance and
social standing. They also compete in various school events, such as the
sports festival and the cultural festival, in order to earn points for their class.
Themes

Classroom of the Elite explores a number of themes, including:

The nature of meritocracy: The class system in Tokyo Metropolitan
Advanced Nurturing High School is based on merit, but is it really fair?
The novel explores the ways in which the class system benefits and
disadvantages different students.

The importance of social connections: In Classroom of the Elite,
social connections are essential for success. Kiyotaka, Suzune, and
Kikyō all use their social skills to build relationships and gain influence
within the class.

The power of manipulation: Kiyotaka is a master of manipulation and
deception. He uses his skills to control his classmates and achieve his



goals. However, the novel also explores the dangers of manipulation
and the importance of ethical behavior.
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